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Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1021 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield
Illinois
62794-9276 
Bureau of Air
P.O. Box 19276
ERMS Emission from Approved Emergencies
EMISSIONS DUE TO VARIANCE, CONSENT ORDER OR CAAPP COMPLIANCE SCHEDULEList the emissions from emission units at your source that were subject to a variance, consent order or CAAPP compliance schedule.  Where applicable, provide the variance, consent order or CAAPP permit number in the column provided.  Provide any additional information as necessary as an attachment.When calculating VOM emissions for this section, provide only the emissions that were above the applicable limit of the emission unit.  Do not provide the total amount allowed by your variance, consent order or CAAPP compliance schedule unless you actually emitted that amount.For example, let’s say the rule applicable to the single emission unit at your source requires a control efficiency of 90% and you have a variance that allows your control efficiency to be 80%.Also assume:
If you operate the control device at an 80% control efficiency, the number you report on this form would be 50,000 pounds (100,000 - 50,000).If you operate the control device at an 85% control efficiency, the number you report on this form would be 25,000 pounds (75,000 - 50,000).The example given above is a simple example meant to illustrate what emissions are supplied on this form.  A true calculation will most likely be much more involved.  Check your variance, consent order and/or CAAPP permit on specific instructions on how to calculate this value.Transfer the total from this page to Line 5 of the first page.
·         Seasonal emissions at 85% control efficiency are 75,000 pounds
·         Seasonal emissions at 90% control efficiency are 50,000 pounds
·         Seasonal emissions at 80% control efficiency are 100,000 pounds
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